TERM THREE 2017

Newsletter
Highlights of this term’s
edition include:

At the Auckland LangSem, Dr Rosemary Erlam, Senior Lecturer at the University of
Auckland, and Academic Director TPLT (Transforming Practice in Language Teaching)
presented a study that she had worked on along with Distinguished Professor Rod Ellis.
The idea for this project arose... continued on page 3
On 10 June, the 2017 National Chinese Bridge Speech Competition with 30 competitors
from all across the country took
place at Victoria University in
Wellington. The theme of the
10th Chinese Bridge Speech
Competition was ‘Learn Chinese,
Double
Your
World’.
The
competition was divided into...
continued on page 5
Tara, Sir Peter Blake’s former
discovery schooner, docked in the
Auckland Viaduct recently and
welcomed New Zealand French classes on board. Resources tailored to ecologicallyfriendly themes such as coral reef, carbon footprint and plankton... continued on page 7
In early April this year (during the German spring), a group of 19 students together with
Frau Zimmer, Frau und Herr Delgrosso from Lynfield College travelled halfway around the
world. We took a 38 hour flight... continued on page 8
The respective Japanese departments at Auckland Girls’ Grammar School (AGGS) and
Auckland University of Technology (AUT) have taken advantage of their close proximity
to develop a collaborative learning community... continued on page 10
K-Pop has proven to be the greatest inspiration for NZ students to take up Korean as a
foreign language. We have spoken about it... continued on page 13
This July I was lucky enough to study at the prestigious Salamanca University in Spain,
and having just returned home to the chilly short days of wintery Wellington, I am
reflecting on the wonderful experience... continued on page 15
In the ALLiS Otakou Mandarin Cluster 947 students in 37 classes across 12 schools are
benefitting from the ALLiS funding. We continue to grow these numbers as we gradually
establish language pathways across multiple year groups while we are working towards
a clear strategic vision for the continued implementation... continued on page 16
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The Learning Languages Newsletter is created for teachers of languages in New Zealand to share the latest news, events and stories from the world of language
teaching and learning.
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From the Editor’s Desk
This term begins with a great opportunity to
celebrate language learning in New Zealand.
During International Languages Week from
14 to 18 of August, many schools and
communities
will
promote
learning
languages. On this occasion, many of us will
make great efforts to share our passion for
languages, cultures and diversity.
While everybody enjoys the excitement
of these special celebrations, dedicated
language teachers are always active, regardless of the season. In this
Learning Language Newsletter we share some of this buzzing activity
that is happening constantly all across the country.
Enjoy reading about what has been going on in the past weeks as we
look back at many events where teachers, students and language

professionals had the chance to either nurture their own knowledge
of language and culture or grow language learning in New Zealand by
taking action in their schools and wider communities.
In this issue, the aspect of culture particularly stands out for me in many
articles. You will not only read about many exciting experiences when
teachers and students had the opportunity to immerse themselves in
a culture and language, but will also have the chance to get inspired
by current Spanish music trends, the K-Pop phenomemon, Chinese
Arts, the Omatsuri Festival, and the German, the Japanese and the
Latin American and Spanish Film Festival.

I N T E R N AT I O N A L
LANGUAGES WEEK
The
2017
International
Languages Week will be held
from 14-18 August. This week
is a special time to showcase
and promote languages and
cultures in your school and
communities.
ILEP Advisers have created a
website to provide language
teachers with a one-stop
place for links, resources and
ideas to help teachers plan
for International Languages
Week and make it a great
event at their school.
Contact
your
language
Adviser at ILEP if you are
interested in receiving the
new “The Power of Language”
poster.
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• Tauranga
23 August
• Hamilton
24 August
• Napier
25 August
• New Plymouth
28 August
• Palmerston North
30 August
Contact Stephanie
Mortimore for details.

The New Zealand Association of Language Teachers invites you to join
your colleagues across languages to:
•

•
•
•

close

Dr Rosemary Erlam and Distinguished Professor Rod Ellis

ASIA

Asia
New
Zealand
Foundation offers funding
for schools to hold an event
that enables students to
experience Asian cultural
activities and/or increases
students’ knowledge and
understanding of Asia.
Applications
11 August.

on

PACIFIC LANGUAGE
WEEKS
The Ministry for Pacific
Peoples
works
closely
with Pacific communities’
to maintain and promote
heritage languages.
Part of this work is the
Ministry’s support for Pacific
Language Weeks, which have
grown significantly since
Samoan Language Week was
first celebrated in 2007.

E-TOOLS WORKSHOP
A free workshop for all
language teachers to provide
an overview of a selection
of motivating and effective
e-tools to enhance your
communicative
teaching
approach will be held at

Most of the 2017 Pacific
Languages Weeks are coming
up in Term 3 and Term 4:
Tonga
3-9 September
Tuvalu
1-7 October

• Wellington
31 August

Fiji

• Christchurch
7 September

Niue

• Dunedin
14 September

Tokelau

• Auckland
21 September

Engage in presentations on innovative
practices, emerging trends and
research-informed practices
Invigorate your teaching with new ideas
from colleagues and experts
Share your practices and inspire others
Visit exhibits and find resources
Celebrate teaching and learning all
languages - International languages, Te Reo Māori, Pasifika
languages, community languages

Call for presentations opens in October 2017. Visit our website for
more details www.nzalt2018.org.nz

• Christchurch
16 August

• Whangarei
21 August

The theme for 2018 will be Exploring Other Worlds Through
Languages. We know that languages take us places and languages
open doors. With languages we understand others better, we
experience other worlds, we cross borders, we broaden our horizons.

Tina Kosleck
ILEP Community Engagement Coordinator
community@ilep.ac.nz

• Nelson
15 August

• Dunedin
18 August

Last term, language teachers in the Auckland and the Waikato region
had the chance to work and network at the LangSems run by their
regional representatives of the NZALT. They attended generic as
well as language-specific workshops and lectures headed under the
themes “Languages: NZ’s Pathway to the World” (Waikato) and “What
does language learning and teaching look like in the 21st century in
New Zealand” (Auckland). Plenary speakers Marcus Akuhata-Brown
and Milla Inkila set the flavour for the days as they referred to the
respective themes in their welcome addresses.

•

EXPERIENCE
EVENTS

ILEP Advisers will deliver a
selection of free curriculum
support workshops for all
language teachers across the
country from 15-30 August:

The 2018 NZALT Conference will be held in Auckland from Sunday 8 to
Wednesday 11 July.

As always I appreciate you getting in touch with any stories you would
like to share with the language learning community.

UPCOMING EVENTS

ILEP
TEACHER
W O R K S H O P
ROADSHOW

Innovating with task-based Mark your calendars!
language teaching

8-14 October
15-21 October
23-29 October
Resources can be found here.

At the Auckland LangSem, Dr Rosemary Erlam, Senior Lecturer at the
University of Auckland and Academic Director TPLT (Transforming
Practice in Language Teaching) presented a study that she had worked
on along with Distinguished Professor Rod Ellis. The idea for this
project arose out of what they both feel, from the literature and from
their work with language teachers, is a common misunderstanding.
This misunderstanding is that language tasks must involve language
production, rather than language comprehension and the receptive
skills of listening or reading. Assuming that language tasks must
have learners produce language is problematic because we know
from second language acquisition theory that students must
comprehend language before they can produce it. Rosemary and
Rod set themselves the challenge therefore of designing a series of
tasks for beginner learners of French that were input-based, rather
than output-focused. In this way they hoped to demonstrate that
task-based language teaching can be suitable for beginner language
learners, a claim that some have refuted in the past.
In her presentation Rosemary explained that 23 students of French
in Year 9 at a girls’ school in Auckland completed 11 tasks around the
themes of clothes and animals. In every task, the students had to listen
to phrases or statements and do something – usually make a choice
which would demonstrate whether they had correctly understood
what they had heard. The tasks were designed to have the students
notice that some structures in French, that is, the articles les and des,
and the verb sont, are used to refer to more than one. An interesting
aspect of the study was that the students were given no grammatical
explanations about these structures. Rosemary explained that this
was so they could see if just having students attend to these language
structures, through working at tasks that helped them understand
what they meant, would be enough for the students to learn them.
She was careful to point out that it is acceptable to use grammatical
explanations in conjunction with task-based language teaching.
Rosemary and Rod discovered that the students in their study learnt
the new vocabulary items for the clothing and animals, and were able
to demonstrate that they understood and could also produce a lot of
the new words. This was a really interesting finding because in class
the students had never had the chance to say these words, only listen
to them. They also found that the students were able to demonstrate
that they had improved significantly at understanding the target
structures that the study had focused on. Rosemary concluded that
input tasks have great potential, especially for the beginner language
classroom.
Rosemary pointed out to her audience that teachers who participate
in TPLT (http://www.tplt.ac.nz) have the chance to learn about taskbased language teaching and to design tasks for their own language
classrooms.

For any inquiries please email: nzalt2018@auckland.ac.nz

Talofa lava from Samoa

Shana Muaiava, teacher for English and Samoan at Naenae College
reports from her Language Immersion Award experience in Samoa:
“Internet is a bit of a
bother here but other
than that life is beautiful.
I am in a Year 12 Samoan
class and am paired with
a Year 9 Form class. My
language goal of learning
vocabulary for giving
instructions is being
met and is balanced well with my Samoan lessons. I am enjoying
conversations with the staff and I am recording many new word
phrases for authentic conversation starters for my senior students to
use in their interaction portfolio work.”
“I will have a chance to observe in the local primary school later on
in the term and will let you know how that goes. Living in the village
I have also managed to get footage of church context and language
used as well as footage in the umukuka making cocoa from scratch,
these are resources I will use in my teaching. I have observed the
making of fala and my latest interest is noting the local trees and
plants and their uses in Samoan life - this will be a unit I will put
together upon my return for my Yr 12 students. This experience has
given me new scope to liven up my current units with potential for
new units for my students. I do not want it to end.”

Interested in learning Hindi,
Urdu, Punjabi or Arabic?

Did you know that Hindi is the 4th most spoken language in New
Zealand? VLN Primary School want to hear from schools, communities
and families who are interested in joining online classes for any of
these languages. They can provide short cultural taster programmes
for schools, language classes for
beginners or extension classes for
native speakers wishing to maintain
their language. If you would like to
know more please visit their website
www.vlnprimary.school.nz
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CHINESE

Ngāti Manawatanga

2nd Oceania Chinese
Teachers Conference

In June, Te Kura Kaupapa Motuhake O Tawhiuau
held its inaugural “Ngāti Manawatanga Cultural
Orientation” for the Mandarin Language
Assistants from the Bay of Plenty area. In return,
these 20 MLAs helped to run Chinese Cultural
activities as part of the Matariki celebrations
titled “Ko te Uri te Pūtake” the next day.
As the first tribal school in New Zealand and
the first indigenous school given the status as
a Confucius Classroom, the staff and students
in Tawhiuau welcomed our guests into our kura
with a heartwarming Pōwhiri that signified the
start of a meaningful cultural exchange.
The orientation began after all MLAs changed
from their formal Qi Pao into loose clothing
and learned steps of Mau Rākau. A visit to the
Rangitahi Marae after lunch provided a chance
to explore the history, language, and culture of
Ngāti Manawa. After setting up their beds for a
noho Marae experience inside the Manākitanga
(the school assembly hall), the MLAs learned
titī tōria, a stick game accompanied by a
waiata, which they performed the next day
during the celebration gathering. They received
great compliments from our impressed school
community.
This year the focus of the Matariki in our kura
was on celebrating the achievement of every
student. Along with an art exhibition and parent
meeting, the celebration of Chinese language
learning involved the students participating in
Chinese cultural workshops which were run by
the MLAs. A Chinese shop was set up at the end
of the day where only Mandarin and te Reo were
exchanged, encouraging both the students and
MLAs to practice their language skills.
Over the two days, the presence of the MLAs
created an engaging atmosphere. The ongoing
interaction among all who participated, excited
and motivated our students to further pursue
their learning of Chinese culture and language.
This experience not only benefitted our children,
but was also considered a highlight by many
MLAs.
By Kwei Yi Dannenbring, Te Kura Kaupapa

COMING UP FOR CHINESE
12 August
Registration Deadline - 11th NZ Chinese
Essay Competition
18 August
Submission deadline - NZ Chinese
Calligraphy Competition
25 August
Chinese Teacher Workshop - Tea Ceremony
and Chinese Knot Making, Wellington
2 September
Chinese Teacher Workshop - NCEA Internal
Moderation, Auckland
16 September
Chinese Teacher Workshop - NCEA Internal
Assessment, Auckland
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China
Scholarship Programme

In April 2017, I visited Beijing for three weeks with a group of twelve New Zealand
Chinese Language teachers. We applied for and won a place on the China Scholarship
Programme to Beijing developed by ILEP, Confucius, Hanban and the New Zealand
Ministry of Education.
During the twenty-one days in Beijing, I was immersed in the Chinese language
from catching a train, shopping at the supermarket, daily routines such as passing
pleasantries with staff at the front desk to asking for my clothes to be washed at the
laundry. I was surrounded by language from the fabulous forms of vehicle mashups
and their advertising to the signs directing us to uniformed checkpoints and of course
wherever we saw food. Daily I communicated with the other delegates using WeChat, a
communication app that is popular in China.
I spoke with local people at the historical sites we were taken to, on the trains, at the
university canteen, with my home stay and with our tutors and support students. We
visited a school where the language lesson was centred around whole group teaching
with a focus on traditional poetry. As a group we attended a Kung Fu performance and a
Beijing Opera performance so again we were exposed to language but in a different way.
What I have learnt about Chinese culture is how old and steeped in history the culture
is. We visited historical sites to learn about history and visited places of interest where
we could observe traditional arts and crafts happening. My favourite site was Mutianyu
at the Great Wall. I spent time on my own walking parts of the wall and reflected on
my Chinese learning which like the Great wall has been massive. Parts of my language
learning is crumbling from lack of use and parts are stronger from teaching.
As I sat listening to my new friends share their highlights during our final days I felt
connections as we reflected on an incredible three weeks learning. We returned to New
Zealand tired but at the same time rejuvenated in our efforts to teach and share about
Chinese language and culture with our students and our peers.
For me the greatest taonga I bring back are the memories of my time with my colleagues
as together we navigated our way around Beijing and learnt more about a different culture
and language. We have returned home with a greater appreciation of our own country
and the importance we must give to its environment, culture and Te Reo. Highlighted for
us is the importance of people whether we are learning in a city of twenty two million
people or teaching in a country with four million people.

The 2nd Oceanian Chinese Teachers Conference, which is organised
jointly by the Confucius Institute in Auckland, International
Languages Exchanges and Pathways (ILEP) and New Zealand
Chinese Language Teachers’ Association (NZCLTA), was a great
success.
Counsellor Chen Yue has pointed out the great significance of the
conference. With the fast growing relationship between New Zealand
and China, especially with the new policy of “One Belt One Road”,
the popularity of Chinese learning is booming in the pacific region.
Mayor Meng Foon and Mr. Danny Chen have warmly congratulated
the event, and both have acknowledged the contributions the
Chinese teachers have made to the fast growing students’ interest
and knowledge about Chinese language and culture. Dr. Fu Jiwei, on
behalf of the organisers, has thanked the support from all parties.
He emphasised the significance of the Oceania conference as it
provides a platform for teachers, which will further advance the
development of Chinese teaching in Oceania.
Dr. Xie Mianmian from the Confucius Institute Edmonton, Canada,
gave a speech about her Chinese teaching method that involves
body language. Her unique method inspired the teachers to explore
new ways to increase student interest in learning. Speeches were
followed by group discussions that covered various aspects of
Chinese language examination, teaching methodology, Chinese
character learning, teaching resources and many more.
At the closing ceremony, Nora Yao, director of the Confucius
Institute in Auckland, pointed out that keeping the passion of the
younger generation in learning Chinese sustainable and making
them understand more about the Chinese culture remains a
challenge. Huang Tian, the president of the New Zealand Chinese
Language Teachers’ Association, declared that in accordance with
the principles of exchange, collaboration and making progress
together, this conference will create a new landscape for the
Chinese education in Oceania.

12th Confucius Classroom
Auckland’s twelfth Confucius Classroom (CC) was launched at the
New Zealand College of Chinese Medicine (NZCCM) in May. It is the
first CC in NZ with a focus on Chinese medicine.
Based in Greenlane, Auckland NZCCM offers a series of courses in
Chinese language, Chinese medicine and Health-care to provide
opportunities for students to learn Chinese language and a traditional
form of medical practice or even further their studies in China.

By Sonya Van Schaijik, Newmarket School

Ms Xu Erwen, Chinese Consul
General in Auckland, who
unveiled the CC plaque
together with Prof Jessica Li
Feng, NZCCM Director, said in
her speech: “NZCCM is a higher
education institute which is
authorized by NZQA to grant a
bachelor’s degree in traditional Chinese medicine and acupuncture”.
She also expressed her hope for the new CC to not only “teach Kiwi
friends Chinese language”, but “make the local community better
understand the traditional Chinese medicine”.

Sonya’s blog:
https://sonyavanschaijik.com/

For more information on NZCCM visit http://chinesemedicine.ac.nz/
or Confucius Institute in Auckland at http://ci.ac.nz.

I believe that in order to be a second language teacher it is vitally important to know
what it is like to be a language learner myself. An experience like the Scholarship
Programme to Beijing places me as a
learner and therefore I am able to better
empathise with the students that I teach.
The scholarship experience is something
I would recommend to other teachers
especially because it placed us in the
shoes of being a language learner.

National Chinese Bridge
Speech Competition
On 10 June, the 2017 National Chinese Bridge Speech Competition
with 30 competitors from all across the country took place at Victoria
University of Wellington. The theme of the 10th Chinese Bridge Speech
Competition was ‘Learn Chinese, Double Your World.’
The competition was divided into Senior Group and Junior Group, and
each included three sections; the speech, questions and answers,
and displaying a talent. During the speech, the competitors shared
their interesting stories of their pathways and the friends they made
as they studied Chinese. Their speeches clearly described the new
opportunities that opened up to them through the study of China and
Chinese language. The competitors performed folk dance, Chinese
calligraphy, martial arts and played Chinese instruments during the
talent show section. Everyone was impressed by the competitors’
confidence and passion towards Chinese.
The top four students of the senior category of the 2017 National
Chinese Bridge Speech Competition were: Taylin Smith from Lincoln
High School, Mitchell Brett from ACG Parnell College, Alexander
Berns from Westlake Boys High School, Kazuhito Saito from Westlake
Boys’ High School. Later this year, they will go to China to represent
New Zealand in the world ‘Chinese Bridge’ Speech Competition.
The top four students of the junior category of the 2017 National
Chinese Bridge Speech Competition were: Muhammad Khan from
Rotorua Boys’ High School, Ashani Waidyatillake from ACG Parnell
College, Sean Wade from Sacred Heart College and Saurav Santram
from ACG Parnell College.

The winners of the Best Talent Award were Taylin Smith (Senior
Group) and Neesha Dixon (Junior Group). Teachers Terina Yee and
Wendy Chen from Lincoln High School and Rotorua Boys’ High School
respectively won the Best Coach Award.
By Confucius Institute at Victoria University of Wellington

Culture Week in Waiuku

Located in a tranquil and scenic part of South Auckland, Waiuku
College celebrated Cultural Week in June 2017. Multiple activities
were organised for the entire week ranging from make-up and Indian
dance workshops, Pavement Art creations, Chinese Lion Dance
performance to Wearable Arts competition. One special afternoon
was dedicated to an International Feast, which was fully prepared
by our students of the different cultural groups, we are so fortunate
to have at our school: Finnish, English, Japanese, Chinese, Māori,
Vietnamese etc. This year, our main focus was on the Chinese
culture, and we are honoured to have had the support of Dr. Julie
Zhu and Dr. Fu Jiwei from ILEP, who facilitated Calligraphy classes
for our Y9 students. In addition, a booth was set up at lunch time
to encourage all other students to appreciate this art. It was an
eye-opener for many of our students who happily walked away with
their names written professionally by Dr. Zhu as gifts. On top of this,
students were able to exercise their flair for creativity in the Chinese
Lion or Dragon Making House Competition. The output showed how
much these students had taken on just by watching the Lion Dance
performance earlier in the week. It was definitely a great success in
acquainting students with Chinese culture at a New Zealand school
which has started Chinese as a subject this year.
By Wendy Kwan, Waiuku College
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FRENCH

Teaching tip:
Framing your
Department Vision
Framing your department vision is important
to provide strategic direction for the future of
languages at your school and allows students
to articulate what they are learning and
why. Connecting your Language Department
vision to your school vision will reinforce key
values and character. Global connectedness,
communication and collaboration are ideas
worth considering. Research shows that making
languages fun and meaningful is key to retaining
students, while relevant, career-tailored 21st
Century skills is recommended for promoting
language learning to parents (Martin East: Value
of Learning). Consult reasons to learn French
(for parents) here or download one of our ILEP
brochures for parents or students.
By Rosaria Campbell, National French Adviser,
ILEP, french@ilep.ac.nz

Bastille Day

The French Ambassador awarded an Order of Arts
and Letters to Witi Ihimaera for his contribution
of NZ culture and language (including the
taonga of te Māori) on the international stage
at a special ceremony held on the 13th of July
at the Auckland Art Gallery. Special Legions of
honour were also given to WW2 veterans who
demonstrated bravery on D-Day off the coast
of Arromanches, France. Ce fut un véritable
honneur d’être dans la présence de beaucoup de
Francophiles innovateurs et passionnants, ainsi
que ces lauréats dotés de talents divers.

José-Marie Cortès, Director of Alliance Française
Auckland, Florence Jean-Blanc-Risler, French
Ambassador to NZ, Rosaria Campbell, National
French Adviser, ILEP

COMING UP FOR FRENCH
26 August
French Festival in Auckland, Queens Wharf
31 August
Auckland Speech Competition (Year 7 and 8),
Auckland Normal Intermediate
throughout Term 3
Concours Oral being held around the country
at a regional level - contact your local
Alliance Française to find out more

En stage de Nouméa

Tara, Sir Peter Blake’s former discovery schooner, docked in the
Auckland Viaduct recently and welcomed New Zealand French
classes on board. Resources tailored to ecologically-friendly themes
such as coral reef, carbon footprint and plankton can be found here.
What a great way to integrate scientific literacy into French! Est-ce
que vous saviez que le plankton va devenir la nourriture de base
dans l’avenir?
Find out more on the Tara Expeditions website.

I heard about the Stage de Nouméa scholarship for New Caledonia several years ago,
and have thought about applying several times but, with school trips planned and also
family trip overseas, taking part was not a possibility. Finally, the opportunity presented
itself again and I decided to apply as I had no knowledge of any French speaking country
other than France. I was very fortunate to be selected as one of a group of teachers
to take part in the Stage de Nouméa in April. I felt that I should really broaden my
experience in order to be able to speak about other Francophone countries confidently
with my students. I also think that, as French teachers, we need to constantly refresh
our language skills and this scholarship was certainly an opportunity to do so with FLE
sessions each morning at the University of Nouméa.
I was looking forward to staying in a host family and feeling completely immersed in
both the French language and culture. Both of these expectations were fully met and
my host family took their role very seriously, inviting me to family events and outings
and also spending time explaining the culture and lifestyle of the island. I was hoping to
improve my French language through my homestay experience but also through the FLE
classes at the university and I was not disappointed. The sessions were targeted to our
level and at times demanding even for the native speakers amongst us!
I was also looking forward to working with other teachers in the group and sharing
expertise. It was extremely beneficial to meet other like-minded teachers and exchange
ideas and experiences. The other members of the group were such delightful people
and I think we all enjoyed the opportunity to meet other French teachers from around
the country and spend time together. In terms of sharing pedagogy and expertise,
the stage was invaluable. I was particularly impressed with the pedagogy sessions
delivered by the French National Adviser, Rosaria Campbell in the afternoons as they
were engaging, informative and practical.
The highlight of the trip for me was our trip to the north of the Island. After a very moving
Anzac Day memorial service at dawn in Nouméa, we headed north amidst breath-taking
scenery and travelled through small towns. On our arrival in Kone we were welcomed
very warmly by a school whose hospitality students had prepared traditional fare for
our lunch. Afterwards we were invited into classes in local schools and were amazed
by the interest which the students showed in New Zealand. It was really special to be
welcomed so warmly and be able to share information about New Zealand with such
enthusiastic students. A visit to a New Zealand war cemetery was a sobering moment
but one much appreciated by all.

This year, the environment has been a major focus for senior French
classes at Westlake Girls High School. The students have been
looking at the problems of waste, plastic, pollution, climate change
and threats to biodiversity.
Year 12 and 13 French classes were excited to hear the news that the
French scientific research vessel, Tara, would be porting in Auckland
from 2nd to 9th July 2017 and that they would have the opportunity
to board the schooner and meet French scientists and crew working
on board.
So, on Wednesday 5th July, 25 Year 12 and 13 French students were
treated to a guided tour of Tara with their teacher and French
assistant. They were given a brief history of the boat and information
about the numerous expeditions that it has undertaken. Students
were surprised to learn that Tara was formerly called Seamaster and
was owned by Sir Peter Blake whose mission was to visit ecologically

After this interesting and engaging visit on board Tara, senior French
students will be able to continue to broaden their knowledge of
environmental issues through their participation in the ePOP project.
This is a project in collaboration with the Institut de Recherche pour
le Développement in New Caledonia whereby students are able
to begin an inquiry relating to an environmental concern in New
Zealand and gain feedback from local and international scientists
about this issue.

Language Immersion Award in Nantes
It is so hard to believe that I am coming to the end of my amazing
ten month Language Immersion Award experience in Nantes, France.
The school year is finishing, and I have been reflecting on just
how far I have come. I have had the pleasure of teaching fantastic
English classes, who this week presented projects on famous New
Zealanders/NZ tourism and made me miss home! My colleagues have
been super supportive and always willing to help and chat to me in
French.

will exchange ideas about life in France and New Zealand. She also
offered suggestions about what kind of short stories I could share
with my students, and we talked about the French education system’s
increasing expectation of teaching programmes across departments.
I talked about some ideas I had for collaborations at my school in New
Zealand with teachers of food technology, music and history, and she
shared some projects that she had been involved with in previous
years. I am feeling inspired about the possibilities (and to be honest,
a little overwhelmed about the work I will need to put into updating
my teaching programmes). This is exactly the motivation that I have
been waiting for. I am so grateful for the opportunity.
While my twice-weekly C1/2 French night courses at the University of
Nantes have ended for the year, I have been speaking plenty of French
with friends and colleagues, especially during end of school year
get togethers and dinner parties. I feel so much more comfortable
expressing myself in French; much more at ease and able to speak
fluently without fear of making mistakes.

I now feel confident in my knowledge of New Caledonia, which was previously just the
name of a French speaking island. It makes such a difference to how you feel about a
place once you have visited it and experienced the culture, and especially once you
know people who live there. I now have a connection with New Caledonia because of
the people I have met and lived with; this I can share with my students.
I would absolutely recommend this stage. It opened my eyes to a French speaking
culture of which I had no previous knowledge. I learned about the history of New
Caledonia too, which is fascinating. The stage was hugely beneficial in terms of
language immersion, language instruction, language teaching pedagogy and cultural
experiences. It also gives one the opportunity to meet other teachers from around NZ
from different teaching environments and créer les liens.

sensitive parts of the planet “to make a difference” with a focus on
water. Tara continues to focus on oceans, science and education.
Since 2003 the schooner has travelled 350,000 kilometers across
the world’s oceans. It has completed 10 expeditions to study and
understand the impacts of climate and ecological changes on
the ocean. The students were shown the equipment used by the
scientists to collect samples of coral and plankton, as well as
photos of the different phases of their research. They were also able
to see what life is like on board the vessel by peering into the tiny
kitchen, bedrooms, bathrooms and even the dry laboratory. Tara
is currently on an expedition through the Pacific with a particular
focus on coral reefs. Coral reefs cover less than 0.2% of the ocean’s
surface, but include nearly 30% of known marine biodiversity. The
students discovered that every second breath of oxygen they inhale
is produced by the phytoplankton in our oceans and therefore
maintaining the health of our oceans is essential.

Danielle Payne from Westlake Girls High School reports about her
classes’ trip on board:

When I returned to New Zealand after my trip to New Caledonia, I felt inspired to share
what I had learned with my students. They were very interested to learn about these
French speaking islands so close to New Zealand and were particularly curious about
the Kanak culture and SLAM; one song by Paul Wamo was so popular that many students
downloaded it onto their phones and now know it by heart!

By Michelle Pinkney, Christchurch Girls High School
6

On board the Tara: Sir Peter Blake’s Legacy

This afternoon I spent three hours with Marie, a French literature
teacher from my school here, Lycée Nelson Mandela, where we
worked on organising a collaborative project for 2017-18 during which
her year 11 students will write, record videos and send resources
to my students in New Zealand, and students from both schools

I am looking forward to an upcoming one week course for teachers
of French as a Foreign Language at a language school in Montpellier,
which will also involve a home stay with a French family. This weekend
our family has been invited to stay with my host family from the first six
weeks of the LIA at their beach house. The weather here is beautiful,
almost too beautiful. This week we experienced a heatwave, with
temperatures up to 38 degrees Celsius. Enough to make me dream of
the NZ winter that I will be returning to!
By Jo Brunskill, Wairarapa College
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GERMAN

Biennial conference
For the first three days of the July school holidays,
after a long term ending in the middle of winter,
over 40 delegates gathered at the GoetheInstitut in Wellington for the biennial conference
for teachers of German in New Zealand.
There were representatives from the primary,
secondary and tertiary sectors. Wellington’s
sunshine smiled on these intrepid souls whose
professional development comprised German
language immersion, an exploration of current
pedagogy with a digital focus and German
cultural themes.

Lynfield College Cultural
Exchange Programme 2017
In early April this year (during the German spring), a group of 19 students together with
Frau Zimmer, Frau und Herr Delgrosso from Lynfield College travelled halfway around the
world. We took a 38 hour flight that felt like it lasted a month, and had a 4 week long stay
that felt like only a few days.

Our 3 weeks in Berlin were spent with our individual host families, not getting the tourist
experience but instead getting a taste of the German culture and what it’s really like to live
in Germany. We ate like Germans (cheese, potatoes, bread and plenty of meat), spoke like
Germans (it didn’t take long to pick up some slang from our teenage host partners) and
travelled like Germans (80km/h on the train and up to 200km/h on the Autobahn!). We
saw the city and all it had to offer, but also a small town called Werder to the west of Berlin,
home to old cobblestone roads, wild deer in forests, an asparagus farm and Germany’s
largest fruit wine festival. We met foreigners and locals, tour guides and tourists, other
students in the few days we spent enduring German high school, and teachers that helped
us along the way - but everyone with a different story to tell.

Highlights included a workshop with a world
renowned literary translator; seminars on Martin
Luther and the Reformation, on the previously
little known German city that has become a
film set for many recent films, on Germany as a
tertiary destination and on task-based learning.
Delegates were entertained on the first evening
by the German ambassador at his residence in
the Belmont Hills. A conversation with a German
teacher with a passion for football resulted in
the delivery of dozens of German footballs from
the German embassy to be used by teachers to
further enhance the attractiveness of German
throughout the country.
Three intense days of study and exchange were
also a chance to renew old friendships, establish
new ones and build professional relationships.
There was much laughter and lively discussion.
The German language in Aotearoa is in good
hands and good heart.
By Judith Geare

COMING UP FOR GERMAN
12-20 August
Deutscholympiade Asien-Pazifik, Thailand
27-28 August
final interviews for NZGSE and PAD
scholarships
22 September
Entries close for NZ ShortFilmFest
September/October
German Film Festival
Auckland, 5-10 September
Wellington, 13-16 September
Christchurch, 23-24 September
Dunedin, 30 September & 1 October
New Plymouth, 2-8 October
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Every day showed us something new, often something we had never seen before or
something that simply doesn’t exist in New Zealand. Building my first snowman, taking
a ferry ride across the clearest lake in Germany below the Bavarian Alps, and seeing
eight 500,000 piece mosaics on the ceiling of the Berliner Dom were all unforgettable
experiences. But what I was constantly impressed by was the history that surrounded
us everywhere we went. In New Zealand we are rarely exposed to anything more than
100 years old, but in Germany they seemed to make a point of remembering their past
(despite its darker side) and commemorating it, in particular how far they’ve come and
the diversity and acceptance they have today. Decorating a wall that once separated
people, with art that now brings people together (the East Side Gallery), the words “we
are one people” inside the parliament building, and the holocaust memorial right in the
centre of the city, embrace unity. They show a determination to learn from mistakes of the
past and make today’s world the best it can be - a part of German culture that’s hard to
grasp without experiencing first-hand.
Our week spent in a youth hostel in Schönau, Bavaria opened our eyes to a side of
Germany we might not have expected. South Germany spotted with enormous 800 year
old churches and framed by falling snow was beautiful, and the relaxed and carefree
Bavarian culture was a huge contrast to what we had seen in Berlin. Hearing cheerful men
and women laughing their way from the Hofbräuhaus in Munich at 11 o’clock in the morning
was enough to tell us that some Germans do know how to have fun!
Above all, I think Germany changed us. Being in unfamiliar surroundings for such a long
time was a challenge and an experience but I think it helped us grow as people. Little
things like ordering something in German at a cafe
or finding your way around the island in Werder
were big achievements, and showed us we were
capable of coping with such a huge shock and
culture change.
I fell in love with Berlin and my host family, and
met more wonderful people than I could have
ever imagined. Germany will be in my heart
forever, and I’m so grateful that I’ve now seen just
a bit more of the world than I had before.
By Jackie de Pont, Lynfield College

Als Sprachassistentin in NZ
Als ich im Juli 2016 die Zusage für die Sprachassistenz-Stelle in Neuseeland bekam,
hatte ich gerade die letzte Prüfung meiner Lehrerausbildung (mit den Fächern
Englisch und Musik) in Essen abgeschlossen und erfüllte somit alle Voraussetzungen
für das Antreten der Stelle: Englisch als Studienfach, universitären Abschluss und
ein Studium des Lehramts. Frisch aus der Universität kommend freute ich mich also
sehr darauf, die im Studium behandelten theoretischen Inhalte nun endlich in einem
realen Umfeld umsetzen zu können, den SchülerInnen als „authentisches Beispiel“
zu dienen, den LehrerInnen tatkräftig und kompetent zur Seite stehen zu dürfen und
gleichzeitig meine eigenen Sprach- und Kulturkenntnisse vertiefen zu können.
Mein Einsatz an vier HighSchools in Auckland gibt mir
einen umfassenden Einblick
in
das
neuseeländische
Schulsystem und besonders
in das Sprachenlehren und
-lernen an den hiesigen Schulen.
Ich bekomme einen guten
Überblick über das Unterrichten
verschiedener Jahrgangsstufen,
das Arbeiten im Klassenverband
oder in Kleingruppen und auch
über das Unterrichten von homogenen (geschlechtergetrennten) Gruppen – eine
Praxis, die in Deutschland nur noch selten vorkommt. Außerdem lerne ich viele
Unterrichtsmethoden kennen und kann eigene Ideen einbringen und ausprobieren.

Adviser Update
Nach der so inspirierenden Konferenz in
Wellington zu Beginn der Ferien (s. Judiths
Artikel) hoffe ich, ihr startet nun voller Schwung
in das neue Term. Was liegt in diesem dritten
Quartal an?
1. ShortFilmFest 2017: Die Poster mit der
Ausschreibung sind auf dem Weg in eure
Schule. Bewusst haben wir uns entschieden,
das Motiv offen zu gestalten, so dass sich eure
Schülerinnen und Schüler eingeladen fühlen,
kreativ mit dem Titel umzugehen: „Jo-Jo: Mehr
als Auf und Ab!“ Einsendeschluss ist Freitag, der
22.9.2017, die Formulare und Infos findet ihr auch
auf der ILEP-Webseite.

Gleichzeitig dauert es aber bei nur 15 Wochenarbeitsstunden, 4 Schulen, 7
LehrerInnen und insgesamt 2o verschiedenen Klassen doch eine ganze Weile, bis
man die Namen zumindest einiger Schüler gelernt, sich auf die Arbeitsweisen der
LehrerInnen eingestellt und seinen Platz im Unterrichtsgeschehen gefunden hat.
Hier wäre es doch schön, bei mehr Wochenstunden und mehr Kontaktzeit die
SchülerInnen und LehrerInnen besser kennen lernen zu können und so den Einsatz als
Sprachassistentin optimieren und den jeweiligen Bedürfnissen und Notwendigkeiten
anpassen zu können.
Ein besonders spannender Aspekt meines Assistenzjahres hier ist für mich der
Einblick in das digitale Lehren und Lernen, welches in Deutschland bisher immer noch
in den Kinderschuhen steckt und weiterhin – teilweise durchaus berechtigt – sehr
kritisch beäugt wird. So gibt es zum Beispiel an allen meinen Einsatzschulen BYOD,
ein System was in Deutschland zurzeit allenfalls als Pilotprojekt an Schulen getestet
wird, während sonst noch strikte Handyverbote herrschen. Dass die Digitalisierung
von Lehr- und Lernprozessen nicht ohne weiteres von heute auf morgen möglich ist,
muss wohl nicht diskutiert werden und in welche Bereiche des Lehrens und Lernens
eindringen kann und soll, muss wohl erst durch langjähriges Testen, Scheitern und
Gelingen erprobt werden. Für mich ist es daher also interessant, nun aus eigener
Erfahrung und Beobachtung von Unterricht sehen zu können, dass der Einsatz von
digitalen Medien im Sprachunterricht durchaus gewinnbringend und zielorientiert
sein kann.
Neben den vielen positiven Erfahrungen, die
ich hier sammeln kann, ist mir auch besonders
aufgefallen, wieviel sich die LehrerInnen, trotz
sinkender Schülerzahlen im Sprachunterricht,
hier um das Sprachenlehren und -lernen an
neuseeländischen Schulen bemühen. Besonders
im Hinblick auf eine sich immer schneller
wandelnde Welt sollte das Lernen von Sprachen
weiter so hingebungsvoll gefördert und gefordert
werden um die SchülerInnen zu globalen und weltund kulturoffenen Bürgern heranzubilden – denn
dies sind einige der bedeutendsten Fähigkeiten in
der heutigen Zeit und kein Fach kann sie so sehr
unterstützen wie der Sprachunterricht.
Herzliche Grüße
Ina Terhaar

2. Nachdem ich im zweiten Quartal rund
60 Interviews für die Stipendien von NZGSE
und PAD nach Deutschland durchgeführt
habe, freuen Judith und ich uns nun auf die
Endauswahlrunde, die vom 27. bis 28. August
wieder in Wellington stattfinden wird. Wir
werden es diesmal „olympisch“ angehen, denn
2018 findet auch wieder eine Internationale
Deutscholympiade statt. Unterdessen geht für
die PAD-Stipendiatinnen gerade ihr Aufenthalt
in Deutschland zu Ende und die NZGSEStipendiatinnen, die begeistert aus Deutschland
zurückkamen, haben nun ihre Austauschpartner
in Timaru und Auckland zu Besuch.
3. Dann steht neben dem gerade anlaufenden
NZIFF im September/Oktober auch das German
Film Festival des Goethe-Instituts Neuseeland
an, während dessen u.a. die Neuverfilmung des
Kinderbuchklassikers von James Krüss, „Timm
Thaler oder das verkaufte Lachen“ gezeigt wird.
Diese Schulvorführungen in Wellington und
Auckland bitte direkt bei Ulrike Rosenfeld im
Goethe-Institut buchen. Zu dem Film gibt es auch
Materialien für den Unterricht. Wir freuen uns
darauf und auf die weiteren Filme des Festivals.
Allen ein gutes drittes Quartal!
Heike Papenthin, National German Adviser
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JAPANESE

Building Shared
Learning
Communities

NCEA Workshop

On June 8th, the University of Canterbury (UC), in conjunction
with Canterbury Network of Teachers of Japanese, held its fourth
workshop for senior secondary students studying Japanese. The
aims of this annual day-long event are to boost students’ confidence
and competence in dealing with NCEA assessment topics, introduce
them to inspiring and entertaining aspects of Japanese culture, and
facilitate greater engagement within the local Japanese-learning
community.

The respective Japanese departments at
Auckland Girls’ Grammar School (AGGS) and
Auckland University of Technology (AUT) have
taken advantage of their close proximity to
develop a collaborative learning community.
Students participating in the AUT Japanese
Department ‘CV Project’, a scheme to help
them create a Japan-related, skills based CV,
are invited to volunteer as mentors in the AGGS
Japanese classes at all levels, providing extra
tutoring for students, acting as role models, and
chatting with them about the value of pursuing
Japanese studies and about university life. Some
of the mentors who are interested in a teaching
career continue on to complete a full work-based
placement supervised by Stephanie Griffiths,
the Japanese teacher at AGGS. These interns
negotiate their own set of aims for the period of
time they are working with the secondary school
Japanese classes and have completed a variety
of tasks such as creating digital materials and
listening comprehension exercises, researching
gamification in language learning, working
individually with priority learners and organising
university campus tours.
The interns gain a deep understanding of the
day-to-day work of a teacher, and many have
brought these experiences back and applied
them at university. An example of this is students
who lead the Japanese language culture and
friendship club, Ocha No Jikan at AUT, organised
a day trip to Rangitoto Island for club members
based on their observations of school trip
preparation at AGGS.
Students from AGGS are able to join the Ocha
No Jikan Club and have also attended the
programme of activities held at AUT during the
secondary school holidays in October.
By Dallas Nesbitt, AUT

COMING UP FOR JAPANESE
11-12 August
Sasakawa/Japan Foundation/
Massey University/NZALT Workshop,
Massey University, Wellington
August/September
Speech Contest for College Students
Auckland 19 August
Invercargill 24 August
Palmerston North 29 September
25-28 September
Japan Foundation Sydney Seminar
September/October
Japanese Film Festival
Auckland, 1-8 September
Wellington, 14-17 September
Christchurch, 10-12 October
1-14 October
Kansai Immersion Programme
2-11 October
Fukushima Kizuna Revitalization Programme
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Omatsuri Festival

Japanese Trivia
Championships

The third New Zealand Schools Japanese Trivia Championships was held on the evening
of Friday June 16. This joint initiative between NZAJLT (New Zealand Association of
Japanese Language Teachers) and JSANZ (Japanese Studies Aotearoa New Zealand)
attracted 103 teams from 50 schools in eight regions (Auckland, Waikato, Manawatu,
Wellington, Nelson, Canterbury, Otago and Southland). While the majority of schools
entered Year 9 or 10 teams, it was great to see again Year 8 students participating from
some schools. Numbers were up over 10% from 2016.
We welcomed two new venues for the evening; King’s High School (Otago) and Nelson
College for Girls (Nelson) and a number of new teams. Notably, over 90% of schools
that participated in the 2016 event returned in 2017, an indication of the popularity of
the event.
The trivia evening saw schools competing against others in their own region in a pub quiz
style contest, pitting themselves against other teams across five rounds testing their
knowledge of Japanese pop culture, daily life, sport and festivals, food and geography.
All teams, regardless of venue, were given the identical quiz at the same starting time,
enabling participants across New Zealand to keep track of the progress in other regions.
Many students and teachers also took the opportunity to dress up for this special
occasion with a Best Dressed Award as one of the prizes on offer. Whether they were
dressed in traditional Japanese outfits such as yukata, or more modern displays of
cosplay, all added to a most colourful spectacle.
The evening created a vibrant atmosphere for all involved. It is not often that our
students have an opportunity to use and add to their cultural knowledge in a public
setting among other equally as passionate students of Japanese so it was great to see
such energy among the students.
This event as always would not be possible without the support of our sponsors and
hosting institutions:
Premier Sponsor: Japan Foundation, Gold Sponsor: JTB New Zealand, Other Sponsors:
Embassy of Japan, Consulate General of Japan.
Venues: AUT and University of Auckland (co-hosts), Waikato University, IPU NZ Tertiary
Institute, Victoria University, Nelson College for Girls, St Margaret’s College, King’s High
School and James Hargest College.
The regional winners were as follows:
Auckland - Macleans College
Waikato - Hamilton Girls’ High School
Manawatu - Awatapu College
Wellington - Wellington College
Tasman - Waimea College
Canterbury - Papanui High School
Otago - Opihi College
Southland - Verdon College
The top place nationally was awarded
to Verdon College (Invercargill).
Congratulations to all teams involved and we look forward to seeing you in 2018.
By Adam Burden, Lynfield College
Project Manager - New Zealand Schools Japanese Trivia Championships

On Friday 26 May 2017 over 300 students from 20 NZ high schools
gathered at IPU New Zealand in Palmerston North for its annual
Omatsuri Festival. The festival is based on the traditional
Japanese summer festival with dance performances, games and
food in abundance, such as Takoyaki, Yakisoba, Karaage, ChocoBanana.
This year’s theme was the city of Kyoto. The event opened with
a powerful Taiko drum performance to delicate Koto (Japanese
harp) melodies. Visitors were offered a range of delicious
Japanese delicacies whilst enjoying Japanese games with a large
photo of Kyoto in the background. The programme concluded with
a performance of Soran, a traditional Japanese dance. Visitors not
only enjoyed watching the dance; they were also able to practice it
in one of the festival’s workshops.
The Omatsuri festival, which received great feedback from
teachers, is not only a fun event but also a great language
experience, especially for those learning, or wanting to learn,
Japanese. There are plenty of Japanese IPU students who are
most happy to chat with visitors! Indeed, one of the challenges for
language teachers - whatever the language - is to complement
classroom learning with real-life encounters with native speakers.
And cultural events such as this are a great way to meet this need.

This year’s workshop was the largest since 2012, involving 370
students from 15 high schools, supported by 30 UC student volunteers
and 25 Japanese teachers from secondary schools and UC. Indeed,
the workshop has now grown to become the largest such event in
New Zealand, and among the largest in Oceania.
One unique feature of
this event is the dance
video project Koi Dance,
Christchurch Ver. This year
over 400 students and
teachers danced together
in UC’s largest lecture
theatre. It was quite a
sight! Moreover, 13 of the
schools participated in
a dance video contest that was launched this year, and generously
sponsored by the local Japanese business, Daiken NZ Ltd. Burnside
High School won the first prize. Another feature was a senpai-kohai
session in which Year 13 students and UC students enrolled in senior
Japanese courses interacted through communicative activities.
The Y13 students tasked to find out from their UC students mentors
about their suggested learning strategies for becoming successful
Japanese learners.

Have a look at our videos of the event.

As usual, the student feedback regarding the event was very
positive, and it definitely achieved the strategic intentions of the
organisers to (1) enhance cooperation among secondary schools and
tertiary institutions involved in Japanese-language education in the
Canterbury region, (2) strengthen outreach and (3) foster a wider
visibility of Japanese-language study. It is hoped that this ongoing
project will continue to strengthen the network of Japanese language
education in the region.

By Toshifumi Taniwaki, IPU New Zealand

By Dr Masayoshi Ogino, University of Canterbury

Language Immersion Award in Fukuoka

As a school, we are committed to ensuring that every student has an
opportunity to learn a language and my roles include overseeing the
language programme as well as teaching an introduction to Japanese. It
is this that led me to a Language Immersion Award (LIA).

Zealand and Japan, as well as an opportunity to try out my conversational
Japanese with the staff and students. I will always appreciate the
hospitality shown to me at the school, but also the work put in by those
who helped arrange the visit.

On arrival in Fukuoka, where I was to study at GenkiJACS Language
School I was apprehensive as although passionate about language
teaching and having previously done work to develop my skills in the
pedagogy of second language learning, my Japanese language was
minimal and the idea of learning it in a total immersion environment
was daunting. I needn’t have worried as the language school catered for
all abilities and structured classes in a way that allowed me to build on
my existing knowledge. With 4 hours a day of language class, activities
provided by GenkiJACS, daily homework and travel to-from school it is
certainly a total immersion.

Returning to my classroom for Term 3, I am eager to start teaching all I’ve
learnt. Due to my participation on the LIA I have a greater understanding
of Japanese, but also having been a student at GenkiJACS I also have
a greater appreciation for teaching Japanese. Some of the techniques
that were used in my classes will certainly be used back at SWIS. I know
this experience will lead to my classes spending a greater amount of
time speaking and hearing Japanese. The increased opportunities for
input and output, along with the relevant cultural contexts are bound to
engage my students and lead to more meaningful learning and hopefully
a long-term passion to continue with Japanese or another language.

The fact that all participants regardless of destination or language
met for a two-day orientation was brilliant preparation. As well as the
content relevant to the awards and sharing experiences as teachers with
one another, we all set personalised goals with the support of the LIA
facilitators. This meant that independent of the language school I was
always targeting learning in areas that interested me and that would
benefit my students on my return to school. The key to learning and
enjoying my time LIA was to take every opportunity and push myself
outside of my comfort zone. This lead me to making contact with local
residents, worshiping at shrines, playing Japanese board games and
eating basashi (horse sashimi). The opportunity to participate in cultural
experiences that I will be able to relate back to my class to give my lessons
authentic contexts was just one of the many benefits I experienced while
I was a part of this Award.

If you are passionate about your
students learning a second language
and want to improve your language
teaching capabilities, then the LIA
is what you need. Any questions
contact Prue at AFS prue.elwood@
afs.org and don’t hesitate because
you won’t regret it. I’ll remember
forever the month I spent in Fukuoka.
Link to my short speech at the
conclusion of my time at GenkiJACS.
All students are encouraged to speak
upon graduation.

Being able to spend a day at Umebayashi Junior High School was a great
experience to see the similarities/differences between schools in New

By Howard Young,
South Wellington Intermediate
School
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KOREAN

Westlake
Korean Night

안녕하세요 - (Annyeonghaseyo!)
Folk Village, a Hyundai Steel Factory and the Ministry of Education.
At the IKCE (Institution of Korean Culture and Education) we took
part in a Korean cooking class which was a humorous immersion
experience! We travelled via the high-speed train to Gyeoungju
for more sights such as the treasured Bulguksa temple. It was
an educational experience visiting the DMZ (demilitarized zone)
bordering North Korea, the NZ Ambassador at her residence and
schools in Seoul. Two attendees had the opportunity to visit schools
with whom they already have school relationships.

Collaboratively produced by both Westlake
Boys’ and Girls’ High School, Westlake Korean
Night is a massive annual student-led event
that gives students the opportunity to perform
Korean culture with a twist of Aotearoa. Many
auditions and rehearsals led up to the big event
which this year was held on 26 May.
I was fortunate enough to attend the inaugural New Zealand Korean
Study Tour 22-29 April arranged by the Korean Education Centre
(KEC) and other contributing organisations. This was just prior to
Buddha’s birthday celebrations so beautiful sites in Korea were
enhanced by many colourful lanterns.

Korean for Beginners
As the school auditorium was brought towards
the limits of its capacity with 2,000 people
coming to the event in 2016, this year’s ticket
sales were limited to a number of 1,500. An
exciting and enthusiastic audience enjoyed a
wonderful mixture of ancient and modern Korean
culture performances ranging from traditional
fan dances, mask and doll dances, to Tae Kwon
Do and K-pop groups. The Nanta drumming
group created a final burst of excitement and as
the lights went out only their neon drumsticks
were visible, beating in the darkened auditorium.

Westlake Boys, a secondary school located in the Auckland suburb Forrest Hill on the
North Shore, is the lead school in the ALLiS Takapuna Group cluster. In Forrest Hill,
Korean is the next most common language spoken after English, spoken by 13.2 percent
of people. With ten percent of the student body being Korean, students at Westlake Boys
are exposed to a lot of Korean, at school as well as in their neighbourhood, which makes
it easy for them to make a connection.
In the light of such circumstances it seems a logical development for Westlake Boys High
School to have extended its Korean language profile this year. Having offered Korean
classes for native Korean speakers as a language maintenance programme from 2013,
they have now also introduced Korean for Beginners classes this year.
At Westlake Boys, Senior Management recognises the value of language acquisition. It is
seen as an integral part and an essential learning area in the curriculum. While languages
have been compulsory during Year 9 at the school for a while, they have now additionally
been made compulsory for Year 10 from the beginning of 2017. Together with Spanish,
Korean is the youngest addition to other well-established language programmes.
Heather Jeen, who is now the Head of Asian Languages, has started her teaching career
as a full-time Japanese teacher at Westlake Boys in 2012. Since the introduction of
Korean, she has also been teaching her mother tongue Korean. Having been trained in
teaching Chinese and Japanese but not in her mother tongue, Heather describes this
as a challenging but highly enjoyable learning process, in which she embraces the
opportunity to provide an authentic learning experience for the students.

Photos courtesy of Verity Lee

It is a tradition for Korean Night to gift the sum
that matches the year, and so this year Westlake’s
Korean Night Committee has donated $2017 to
KidsCan NZ.

COMING UP FOR KOREAN
throughout Term 3
Free Korean Calligraphy Classes,
Korean Education Centre
Korean language class for teachers
Beginners 1 - every Wednesday starting 26 July
Beginners 2 - every Monday starting 24 July
25-29 September
Korean Language Week
throughout September and October
Korea Festival in Auckland
6-14 October
Asia NZ Foundation’s Korean Studies
Workshop
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The school has great visions
for the future development of
the Korean programme at the
school. Like so many other
teachers, Heather describes the
keen interest she encounters
when students speak about
K-pop and Korean shows and
she expects growing student
numbers to soon be reflecting
these. Her vision is to establish
the same structure for Korean at the school as there is for Chinese - maintenance and
beginners programmes through to Year 13. It is planned to continuously extend the
Korean programme every year until reaching Year 13 in 2020. Currently, Heather is also in
the process of establishing a sister school relationship with a school in Korea and hopes
to be able to organise (possibly cross-curricular) exchange trips in the future.
Despite the current positive environment for learning languages at the school,
the languages department is very aware of the fragility of sustainable language
programmes. Heather explains about the teachers’ key objective to maintain a really
good relationship with students from Year 9 and 10 to assure sustainability into senior
school. In their department, the teachers have lots of discussions, conduct research
and exchange strategies. As the lead school in their ALLiS cluster, they also highly value
the great collaboration within the group of schools. “With a holistic, student-centred,
and differentiated approach we are aiming to establish sustainability by becoming
responsive to students’ prior experience”, Heather concludes.

The tour was made possible so New Zealand Principals and school
staff could increase their insight into Korean culture, foster
connections between Korea and New Zealand and to promote the
teaching of Korean in New Zealand schools. The reason I could join
the group is because in my role of the Language Study Coordinator
and In-School Support Facilitator for TPLT (Transforming Practice in
Language Teaching). I am learning Korean in order to help adapt TPLT
resources into Korean. Korean will be an additional language offered
on TPLT in 2018.
Our group of Principals, Deputy Principals, Team Leaders and
teachers, along with Yoomi Won (KEC Director) and Daniel Hyun
(KEC Administrator) travelled to Seoul and stayed right in the heart
of the city. Our itinerary included the Gyeongbokgung Palace and
other important sites and markets in Seoul. We attended a highly
entertaining comic martial arts performance (where some of the
group became part of the show!). We also visited an historic Korean

K-Pop - A trend that inspires
K-Pop has proven to be the greatest
inspiration for NZ students to take
up Korean as a foreign language.
We have spoken about it with Alena
Aubrey, a 21-year old New Zealand
Māori, who currently studies for her
second diploma in Digital Media
at Animation College in Auckland.
Alena is Head of EXO-NZ Facebook
page and coordinator of the New
Zealand fanclub for EXO. She is also
part of the administrative team for
the international EXO Fanpage and
the former Head of Auckland K-Pop
Events. A full version of the text is available on the ILEP website.
“I first encountered K-Pop back in High School. One of my friends was
obsessed with it, even before Gangnam Style was released. But it
wasn’t until after I graduated from High School that my interest was
caught by a single group, and it spiralled from there. At the time, I
had no knowledge of South Korea or the Korean language other than
that the characters looked different to Japanese and Chinese. Now I
know a great deal more than my teenaged self. I learnt about Korean
history and culture and started to learn the language. However, while
I can read the alphabet, there is still room to improve my ability to
speak and interpret Korean.
To start learning Korean is probably the one typical thing for a K-Pop
fan to do. It is a fascinating language and fans love to use the same
language as their idols. A typical New Zealand K-Pop fan is generally
a lot more chilled than the typical western K-Pop fan. K-Pop is very
much over the top and very fast paced. I think K-Pop is so interesting
for us as it is very different from our laid back Kiwi attitude.

Personally, I found it interesting to observe cultural similarities and
differences between Korea and other countries in the region where
I have spent time.

The trip was very well-organised by the KEC. We ate like kings, gained
an appreciation of Korean culture and I certainly returned with fresh
motivation to continue with my learning of Korean.
I certainly hope teachers register for TPLT in Korean next year. Do
consider this whether it’s a new language for you, or whether you
already know and are already teaching Korean.
By Janelle Wood,
TPLT Language Study Coordinator

The biggest difference to mainstream Pop is obviously the language. It
makes the lyrics more mysterious and it sounds cool. You feel special
for knowing the lyrics when you are not a native speaker. It also makes
people want to know more about the song and the people performing
it. Another big difference is organisation. In K-Pop, companies rule.
Nearly all seasoned K-Pop fans will be able to tell you the names of
the biggest companies in the K-Pop world today. Each company has a
certain style. A lot of fans will have a preference to one of these styles
and stay very loyal to that company.
You will meet K-Pop fans at any event related to Korea - Korean food
festivals, drama showings, Korean movies and so on. We mostly
share our interest through Facebook and sometimes through Twitter
and Instagram. I am very grateful to the Korean Education Centre
and the Republic of Korea Consulate in Auckland which have been
a huge support. They have offered K-Pop related learning, K-movie
celebrations and of course, Korean learning to me personally.
Becoming a K-Pop fan has had a really positive effect on me. I had
hit a bit of a slump when I was about 18 years old, but I found K-pop
and that connected me to people who shared my passion and it got
me out of my shell. Since then I have done things that I never thought
in a million years I would do, like organising events (and I even had
fun doing it). K-Pop has become a huge part of my life during the last
couple of years.”
Here are the links to Alena’s two favourites of all time:
EXO – Heaven
EXO – El Dorado
K-Pop Planet is a new social and cultural club for students who share
a common interest in Korean Pop culture. Find them on Facebook
@kpopplanetnz
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SPANISH

Campamento Español
en Ngaruawahia

16th Latin America and Spain
Film Festival
The Latin America and Spain Film Festival (LASFF) is the only film festival in New Zealand
exclusively dedicated to contemporary cinematographic productions from Latin
America and Spain.
LASFF is an annual non-profit cultural event presented and organized by the Embassies
of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Cuba, Mexico and Spain, based in Wellington; and the Latin
American Embassies in Australia: Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela.

Mi experiencia en la Universidad de Salamanca

This July I was lucky enough to study at the prestigious Salamanca
University in Spain, and having just returned home to the chilly
short days of wintery Wellington, I am reflecting on the wonderful
experience.

of the Patron saint of anglers, Virgen del Carmen. This was a special
experience for us, and gave me as a teacher an authentic view of an
important day in Spain and cultural context for how I would go about
teaching my students more about this kind of celebration.

There were many highlights, which I will break down into three
categories. History. Food. People.

In Alba de Tormes, I consumed one of the most extravagant meals I
have ever eaten. There was no doubt that the Spaniards know how
to have lunch; a sandwich now seems unacceptable in comparison.
It was a luxurious three courses at a long table. The proprietor
refusing to clear a plate way that was not completely empty. The
subject of food is close to my heart, and in Spain, I was certainly
not disappointed. It took a few days to get accustomed to the 10pm
dinnertime, but soon I found myself in food heaven. Our group of
teachers attended cooking classes and learned to make traditional
Spanish meals. We learned several simple yet truly delicious meals
that we all vowed to teach our students back home to cook.

The LASFF 2017 will take place from September to November all around the country:
EL ESPAÑOL TE DA ALAS- fue el lema del
campamento de 2017

• Auckland, September 15–22

El fin de semana 19-21 de mayo tuvo lugar el
Segundo Campamento Español organizado otra
vez por NZALT de la región de Waikato y dos
colegios de Hamilton: Hillcrest High School y
Hamilton Girls’ High School . Más de noventa
estudiantes procedentes de siete colegios se
juntaron para pasar tres días en un espléndido
entorno de Christian Camp en Ngaruawahia.
Fue un verdadero placer ver la colaboración de
profes y estudiantes, en grupos formados de
distintos colegios. Muchos de ellos se hicieron
amigos. El programa ofreció una gama de
actividades didácticas y entretenidas a la vez
que juegos, películas, talleres de cocina, de
salsa y mucho más.

• Dunedin, September 28–October 12

El sábado, por la noche, todos participaron en un
concierto presentando una canción o un baile.
El ambiente hispano se podía sentir por todas
partes, incluso en la cocina donde el cocinero
del viernes hablaba español ¡y para la cena del
sábado nos prepararon un plato mexicano! La
noche terminó con un baile de música latina.
Queremos
agradecer
enormemente
la
colaboración de Maria Ble Herrero de la
Universidad de Waikato, Leonel Alvarado y
Francisco Gonzales Bonilla de la Universidad
de Massey, Carmen Vílchez, auxiliar de
conversación en King’s College. También damos
las gracias a STANZA que nos apoyó otra vez
patrocinando la compra de premios entregados
al final del campamento.
El esfuerzo combinado de ambos sectores
educativos, de las escuelas secundarias y
de dos universidades, valió la pena e hizo el
campamento un evento inolvidable. ¡Algo para
repetir en el futuro!
By Dorota Roznawska, Hamilton Girls’ High School

COMING UP FOR SPANISH
26 September
Spanish Teacher Workshop - Gamificación
en ELE – Jugando para aprender
New Plymouth
throughout September, October,
November
16th Latin America and Spain Film Festival
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• Christchurch, October 25–29
• Hamilton, September 26–October 7
• New Plymouth, October 27–November 5
• Palmerston North, October 15– November 3
• Queenstown, September 8–17
• Upper Hutt, November 1–5
• Taupo, October 19–24
• Whanganui, October 19–November 11
• Waiheke Island, October 21–November 5
• Wellington, October 21–November 4
Festival organisers have selected 11 films (in Spanish or Portuguese with English subtitles)
with a wide range of genres with the aim to show to New Zealand audiences their history,
language, cultural and social realities of their countries, bringing a different cinematic
experience and connecting communities through art. Local residents, students and
academic staff, members of the Latin American communities, Kiwis and other nationals
living in New Zealand are the major groups attending the festival.
In order to make this free admission event a total cultural experience and attract the
wider community, the Festival relies on the support of our governments, the films’
distributors and sponsors. ILEP and Spanish Embassy in Wellington are partners in
offering curriculum support to teachers of Spanish all over New Zealand and this year
learning resources of some of the films will be available for teachers to use with students
in their Spanish classrooms.
For
more
information
about
LASFF
2017
visit
www.lasffnz.co.nz
or
the
FanPage
www.facebook.com/LASFFNEWZEALAND/
By LASFF Organising Committee

English Language Assistant in
Valencia
Applications are open to English native
speakers holding a university degree or
university students in their last year of
studies, interested in the Spanish language
and culture, or teachers seeking to upskill
in Spanish.
From January to June 2018, the candidates
selected will assist Spanish teachers at
primary schools with the teaching and practice of oral English. They will receive a monthly
stipend of €1,000 to cover accommodation and food expenses, medical insurance and
an induction course on arrival. All travel costs will be borne by the selected candidates.
To find out more about this perfect opportunity for teachers, no matter what level
they teach at, please contact Cristóbal Gutiérrez Carrera, National Spanish Adviser at
spanish@ilep.ac.nz

The historical element was probably the most impressive element
for me. It really makes you realise what a young country New
Zealand is, when you are studying in a university that is about to
turn 800 years old. There were many legends that we learned of on
educational tours of the university and the town, for example how
finding “la rana” (the frog) on the wall of the university will give one
luck for upcoming exams, not to mention what the frog symbolised.
Additionally we learned about the occult history of a now ruined
church, and had the rare chance to visit a library with books that
pre-dated the printing press.

In Salamanca, we learned culture through not only the food or the
stories, but we learned that the heart of a place is the people. I
adored getting to know some of the Salamanca University teachers,
who truly wowed us with their passion and sparkle. We loved getting
to know the families that we lived with, who introduced us to the new
mealtimes and foods in a motherly manner. The students that I met
in Salamanca will never be forgotten and I am lucky to have made
friendships while swatting over impossible grammar problems and
essays about Flamenco stars.

We went on two day trips during the weekend which allowed us to
learn about the culture and history of surrounding towns such as
Alba de Tormes and Toledo. In the mediaeval town of Alba de Tormes
we visited a local family that has been making bricks in a traditional
manner for generations and are used in many of the old buildings
and restorations of ancient buildings around the Salamanca region.
It was fascinating to get an insight into the process behind some of
the impressive buildings that we had visited.

On my return to New Zealand, I was already planning lessons in my
mind, excited at the possibilities available to me now that I had learned
such an abundance of
new knowledge. New
sayings, gestures and
cultural experiences, not
to mention the teaching
methods of grammar
and vocabulary at my
fingertips. I am grateful
for the experience.

Later in the evening, we were able to see a local fiesta take place. On
16 July, the historical importance of fishing is remembered on the day

By Anna Henderson,
Naenae College

Las tendencias musicales entre los jóvenes españoles

Debemos empezar rompiendo el tópico de que a todos los jóvenes
(con edades comprendidas entre los 15 y 21 años) les gusta y
escuchan la misma música, pero coinciden en muchas de ellas. La
juventud es una etapa de crisis personal donde los adolescentes
viven grandes cambios emocionales y físicos. Y en este caso, usan la
música, para expresarse, desinhibirse y encontrar su sitio dentro de
la incomprendida fase de la adolescencia.

al baile. Muy ligado a este tipo de música encontramos al DJ francés
Guetta, también productor discográfico especializado en música
electrónica, que ha contado con la participación de numerosos
artistas destacados en la realización de sus producciones. Sus
canciones, donde destacan los sonidos característicos de la música
dance y house, son muy conocidas y bailadas por muchos en gran
parte del mundo.

Los artistas en solitario parecen gustar más que las bandas de
música, y en cuanto a artistas nacionales: Malú, Pablo Alboran,
Melendi son algunos de los más escuchados. La boy band Auryn y
la girl band Sweet California (ambos
grupos cantan sus versiones en
inglés) se encuentran también entre
los favoritos.

Hay que destacar también, la influencia de la música latina. El
reggaetón parece estar viviendo su ocaso. Son numerosas canciones
de este género las que encontramos en las listas musicales de
nuestros jóvenes.

La música anglosajona tiene
bastante influencia entre los jóvenes
españoles. Entre los grandes
éxitos y artistas que suenan en sus
dispositivos musicales, predomina lo comercial. Las canciones que
vienen de artistas como Beyonce, Katy Perry, Rhiana… son las más
populares, seguidas de aquellas canciones pertenecientes al género
conocido como electropop, que presentan ritmos movidos que invitan

Y en vuestras listas musicales ¿Qué canciones y/o artistas son los que
más suenan? En el siguiente link http://elportaldemusica.es/ podréis
encontrar las últimas novedades musicales, junto con rankings
de las canciones más escuchadas y los artistas más populares del
momento. Hay también varios apartados, dentro de la misma página,
con datos curiosos, reportajes y noticas relacionadas con la música.
Os animo a visitarla y ampliar vuestras listas de canciones con
nuevos temas y cantantes que hasta el momento son desconocidos
para muchos de vosotros.
By Nuria Canorea Martinez, Foreign Language Assistant
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ALLiS

Asian Language
Allrounder

Amy Seo, Year 12 student at Hobsonville Point
Secondary school, speaks fluent Korean and
English, and is currently studying Chinese and
Japanese. We have asked her a few questions
around her language learning experience:
What do you enjoy about learning languages?
I love the feeling of accomplishment. For
example, when I watch an anime without subtitles
and can understand it much better after studying
than before. Language is my passion.
What benefits do you expect to have from
learning languages?
In a multicultural country like New Zealand,
by learning more languages, you are able to
communicate and interact with more people,
as well as provide them with language support.
By learning languages now and sharing my
knowledge as a teacher in the future, I believe
that we all can provide help to other people who
need support.
Why would you recommend to your fellow
students to choose learning languages?
There are so many benefits of learning languages.
Languages are not just a subject which you learn
to earn credits, but a path which leads to more
people, opportunities, wider career choices, and
a wider view of the world.

Please share your favourite language learning
experience.
On suggestion of my teacher Heidi Burris I was
given a scholarship for a 3-months Exchange
Student Trip to China. This trip alone was
definitely an experience which I can never forget,
it was beneficial for both my education and social
well-being, as well as understanding what I truly
love and what I want to do in the future.

ALLiS WORKSHOPS
Contact the ALLiS team to book a time for
one of the following workshops or request a
workshop to suit your needs:
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•

Year programmes for learning
languages

•

Task-based language teaching

•

Junior learning languages programmes

•

Collaboration to create sustainability

•

The New Zealand Curriculum: How to
make the most of this document

Growing the seeds
In the ALLiS Otakou Mandarin Cluster 947 students in 37 classes across 12 schools are
benefitting from the ALLiS funding. We continue to grow these numbers as we gradually
establish language pathways across multiple year groups while we are working towards
a clear strategic vision for the continued implementation of our language programme.
In my role as the full-time ALLiS Coordinator, I coordinate and drive the cluster’s work
while adapting to the needs and specific requirements of cluster schools. I am responsible
for logistics, timetabling and resourcing, for teacher PD, for developing and continually
adjusting unit and lesson plans and for MLA support. The ALLiS Coordinator provides a
link between students, teachers, external organisations and school principals across
a sizeable geographic and demographic space. Promoting and fostering community
engagement has been a key focus as we need to grow understanding and appreciation
of the fact that we are entering the Asian Century and that our kids opportunities will
depend on language knowledge.
In the first round of ALLiS funding, our school has joined a cluster with partners sharing
our desire to establish language learning pathways across schools and year groups in
our area. The enthusiasm and desire to learn Mandarin Chinese is clearly visible from our
student participants. We are already seeing a shift in cultural understanding, cultural
tolerance and a development in empathy towards new cultural interactions.
A significant advance during our second year of ALLiS funding has been to reach out to
other ALLiS Clusters throughout the country. We are establishing and building working
relationships with a number of groups in a range of networks which continues to grow.
Following an initial cooperation which was ignited at the ALLiS Ministry Conference
earlier this year, Matt Dennis (Whangarei Cluster) and myself are currently in the
process of creating a National Network of ALLiS Coordinators that can create, drive and
implement a Strategic Plan that delivers World Class Educational Strategy foundations
for all regions. Consistent within this group of professionals is a commitment to the
continuation of ALLiS for the long term. This new opportunity to work in a Nationwide
Collaborative Space is motivated by a desire to drive and grow Asian Language Learning
in schools in New Zealand.
While we are very appreciative of the funding and support that has been provided thus
far across a range of bodies associated with the ALLiS programme, we are also very
conscious that working towards sustainability is part of a gradual, ongoing, long-term
process. We are certainly not at a point where we can be self-supporting nor able to
be sustainable at this early stage. There is a fantastic opportunity to embed language
learning in our society and this requires long-term commitment by all parties. We see
numerous opportunities to continue to grow but this will take time and a continued
financial commitment on a national scale. In our cluster, we have 967 kids who are
loving their language learning opportunity and we are so very keen to see this level of
engagement continue within this vital part of their education.
By Courtney Lousley
ALLiS Coordinator, Otakou Mandarin Cluster
A full version of the article is available in the ALLiS section of the ILEP website.

Chinese Arts with ALLiS

At Royal Oak Intermediate (Maungakiekie Group ALLiS
Cluster) language learning is promoted through curriculum
integration, exposure and experience, after enthusiastic
and pro-active teacher Bernadette Kumar enquired with the
ILEP Pathway Manager about support for a culture show.
Now, a group of interested students are getting practical
hands-on experience in calligraphy or Chinese handkerchief
dance. While they self-practice with their teacher in between
sessions, every fortnight Teacher Development Adviser
(ALLiS) Dr. Julie Zhu teaches calligraphy in the morning and
coordinates the Auckland Dance Academy to deliver a dance lesson in the afternoon.
The combination of calligraphy and dance is seen as the highest art form in China. For
best artistic effect, they are often combined on stage at the same time. Have a look at
this video to watch an example.
The Chinese arts performances
will have their grand finale at the
school’s culture night at the end
of September. The theme of the
Chinese combination of visual and
performing arts will be based on
the Moon Festival and the Chinese
National Day.

